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Reasons for choosing this book

● We had been building our collection of materials for story 
workshop 

● Most of the classes were trying different ways of using the story 
workshop materials

● We wanted some lesson ideas and hoped the book would give 
us an opportunity to expand what we had started with the 
story workshop materials

● Engaging students with the writing process can be challenging
● We want students to be engaged and enthusiastic about 

telling stories
● Story Making is connected to the SKILLS program which was 

also a focus at our school



Melissa Bourdon- TL
Lisa Harward and Rose Gladwin- K
Henrietta LD-ELL
Nicole Haas- Remedy, FSL
Tracie Ashcroft- gr 2
Heather Bossence- gr 2
Kristen Sinats- gr ¾
Alisa Russell gr ¾
Sat Lail- VP and gr 2

Participants



Story workshop

Guiding questions from the book

How can we create entry points for writing, so that all 
writers feel confident and motivated to share their 
stories? 
How can we establish a classroom community of 
beginning writers where equity, empathy, and 
compassion become part of the process and vital 
by-products of story writing?



WHAT IS THIS TOPIC ABOUT?

How to create entry 
points for beginning 
writers by amplifying 

the relationship 
between play, art, and 

writing.



A picture is 

worth a 

thousand words



y
What we will 

try and what we 

will continue 

from our 

current practice

Discussion at book club meeting

How are we 

currently 

using the 

materials

New Learnings 

from the book

We met in April and watched several of the videos from the book to 
see how the Opal school used Story Workshop. We were interested 
in the structure and routines. 



Insert your multimedia content here

Story Workshop is a literacy 
approach first developed at Opal 
School in Portland, Oregon. 

This video shows the preparation 
for Story Work shop

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnxocAOoRRk


Our 

thoughts

We are inspired to 
continue and 
extend our practice

It can be used with 
students grade k-5

ELL speakers can 
use Story Workshop 

to build their 
vocabulary and 

practice oral 
language



Value of the book club

The diversity in the group provided a rich 

discussion about different applications from k-5 

teacher librarian and ELL

  

Purchasing the book gave us access to a series of 

videos that we were able to watch and discuss.
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THANKS! For the opportunity  to 

discuss and learn more about Story 

workshop
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